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Attack: Suspect Leads Police On A Chase Through
Crowded Neighborhood A woman has been charged
after police said she attacked three dogs in a Dallas
neighborhood and chased them through a crowd.
According to police, the incident happened around 2:30
pm Sunday in the 600 block of West Emily. There, the
woman confronted three dogs and pushed them around,
then struck at the animals with her hands. That's when
police say a woman nearby came to the dogs' aid and
called 911. Police arrived to find the woman in another
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yard nearby where they said she jumped on a dog and
shoved it with both hands. When the dogs ran off, the
woman jumped in her truck, police said, but moments
later was seen running after the animals again. Police
said the woman managed to get a hold of one of the dogs
and that's when they tried to intervene and arrest her.
That's when police said the woman ran off into a crowd
of people -- not realizing police were right behind her. A
man in the crowd opened a car door and dragged the
woman into his car. A woman working at a deli across
the street said she had called 911 moments before and
was told the woman she was trying to arrest had just
been caught on camera running after the dogs. When
the officers arrived, police said the woman was willing to
talk to them. She didn't have her wallet on her so she
didn't have identification, police said, but gave officers
information about her car and a recent trip to
Minnesota.Dalmatian [TJ] I try and avoid dog stories,
(and it’s hard to actually find any), but I really love this
article about Dalmatians! With a storybook pedigree and
unblemished, sweet-looking face, it’s no wonder that the
Dalmatian has been a favorite canine of adults and
children alike for centuries. Dalmatians’ grace is
something that usually comes naturally to them–but
while Dalmatians are happy in their puppyhood, they
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